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HOW INDISPENSABLE AM I?
You may have heard of the saying that states: “we are all
important and necessary, but nobody is indispensable.” And
I can tell you that I, too, agree with this statement, but I also
believe that some people might become almost
indispensable to a company or to a person. This means that
if their actions, knowledge and attitude are outstanding, it
will make it very hard for anyone to want to substitute this
person – it will be very unlikely indeed that management will
want them to leave, which makes this person almost
indispensable to the firm.
Many people appear indispensable, until someone better is
found who can substitute them. An example might be an
individual who operates a program so well that no one else in
the company is capable of operating it to the same extent.
This makes the individual indispensable until somebody
appears who operates the program with the same skill, but
who might have a better attitude and disposition than the
first person, whose bad attitude was endured because of a
lack of a better alternative. Therefore, we are indispensable
until someone better than us is found, and takes our place.
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But for someone to actually become
indispensable to someone else, they
must maintain a very high score in
their actions, knowledge and attitude
at all times.
In the case of the tool I am about to
share, a scale of 0 to 100% is used,
and, ideally, we should all score
close to 100% in all areas to make it
hard for us to be replaced, thus
making us indispensable.
In many of the training sessions I
perform, I use both selfassessment
tools and group evaluations, and in
some cases I get the participants’
supervisors involved. I call one of
these tools “How indispensable am I
to the company?”
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Many company owners and managers have remarked
on how much they have liked this tool, which is
simple but has helped them realize how their
employees view themselves, and when they compare
this perspective with the evaluation performed by
their direct supervisor, it helps them create an action
plan to improve and develop each employee in the
areas in which they are lacking expertise.
Other feedback I have heard from directors when
they apply this tool is that they have realized that, in
some cases, their employees see themselves as, or
believe themselves to be better than what their
supervisors expect of them, and this has
occasionally lead them not to try to improve
themselves.
There have also been instances where supervisors
see employees better than they see themselves,
which could indicate a lack of selfesteem in the
employee.”
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This tool is divided in to two parts: the first part (page one),
some general characteristics, actions and abilities are
already described, the second sheet, will have to be
determined and recorded by the participants based on
which other actions, abilities, and knowledge that are
specifically related to the individual’s work area or
functions. These vary according to the fields, positions and
above all, the responsibilities of the person that is to be
evaluated.
For instance, let us suppose that the examined individual is
the supervisor of a manufacturing area who has to report
daily to their boss – who might be a plant manager –
regarding various aspects of production, maintenance,
waste, daily variations, etc., and for this task they need to
write a comprehensive and detailed report. This would then
be an item we would add to the second part of the
evaluation, as would also be the meetings this supervisor
would have to conduct each week for training purposes,
and which the plant manager expects to be performed
properly each week; and so on, including other specific
items relating to their work and their field.
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Once all the extra items on the second page
have been agreed upon, both the employee
and their supervisor will each complete the
evaluation, from a selfassessing, personal
point of view in the case of the employee, and
from a supervising point of view in the case
of their boss.
An additional advantage of adding these
items to the second page is that it helps
determine and clarify some responsibilities
that may not have been clearly defined to the
employee, which would affect their
performance, or make them believe they are
unimportant. It could also help define and
decide whether some activities the employee
considered important and necessary may not
be so to their supervisor, who may then
decide what to do about them, either
delegating to someone else or merely not
carrying them out.
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Each of them must fill the
percentages row to the level they
consider the subject of evaluation to
possess. For instance, in the first row,
which covers the proper use of
resources to obtain productive
results, someone may acknowledge
they accomplish this about 80% of the
time. In the second row, which asks
about an individual’s ability to follow
instructions, this same person may
selfassess as being able to about
90% of the time.
Next, the individual’s supervisor – be
it a CEO, manager or owner – will also
evaluate the individual on a separate
sheet, following the same procedure,
but filling the row labeled
“supervisor”, also writing down the
percentages they consider their
employee possesses at the moment.
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Once both evaluations (selfassessment and
supervising) are completed, it is recommended
that both parties sit down to compare the
results and discuss any differences as to
determine an action plan to continue reinforcing
their strong points on one hand, and, on the
other, to improve whichever areas in which the
supervisor would like to have their employee
perform better.
This action plan shall include: followup dates
to track the employee’s progress, which will
hopefully show improvement, thus making them
closer to being indispensable.
I hope this tool will be useful in the
development and growth of your employees.
Here, I have shared one of the uses of this tool,
but when it is used in a comprehensive manner
it can be applied to many more areas of your
company; I believe that, if applied correctly, it
will be of great help.
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How indispensable am I for the company?
¿Qué tan indispensable soy para la empresa?

Nombre / name:
Attitudes, skills & knowledge
Actitudes, habilidades y conocimientos
Uses resources (equipment, personnel, and materials)
correctly to obtain productive results / Utiliza
adecuadamente recursos ( equipo, personal y materiales)
para obtener resultados productivos

20%

40%

60%

Yo / Me
Supervisor
Yo / Me

Follows instructions well / Sabe seguir instrucciones
Supervisor
Positive attitude, good ambassador for my company /
Tiene una actitud positiva y sabe representar a su
compañía
Follows and promotes safety rules / Sigue y promueve las
reglas de seguridad

Yo / Me
Supervisor
Yo / Me
Supervisor
Yo / Me

Good leader, respects others/ Buen líder, respeta a otros
Supervisor
Communicates and listens well to staff, superiors and
clients / Sabe escuchar y comunicarse con el personal, los
supervisores y los clientes

Yo / Me
Supervisor
Yo / Me

Works well with a team / Sabe trabajar en equipo
Supervisor
Produces quality work, achieves company standards /
Produce trabajo de calidad y logra las normas de la
compañía

Yo / Me
Supervisor
Yo / Me

Bilingual / Bilingüe
Supervisor
Takes ownership of job, responsibility for actions –
consequences / Se siente orgulloso de su trabajo y toma
responsabilidad de sus acciones- consecuencias

Yo / Me

Knows how to resolve conflicts, problems with staff and
clients / Sabe resolver conflictos y problemas con el
personal y con los clientes

Yo / Me

Has good work experience and constantly increases
knowledge / Tiene muy buena experiencia laboral y
constantemente aumenta sus conocimientos

Yo / Me

Suggests ideas to improve work production, asks for help
/ Sugiere nuevas ideas para mejorar el trabajo y pide ayuda
cuando es necesario

Yo / Me

Supervisor

Supervisor

Supervisor

Supervisor
Yo / Me

Open-minded / Tiene una mente abierta
Supervisor
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80%

100%

Yo / Me
Supervisor

Yo / Me
Supervisor

Yo / Me
Supervisor

Yo / Me
Supervisor

Yo / Me
Supervisor

Yo / Me
Supervisor

Yo / Me
Supervisor

Yo / Me
Supervisor

Yo / Me
Supervisor

Yo / Me
Supervisor

Yo / Me
Supervisor

Yo / Me
Supervisor

Yo / Me
Supervisor

Yo / Me
Supervisor
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How indispensable am I for the company?
¿Qué tan indispensable soy para la empresa?

Nombre / name:
NOTES & COMMENTS (Notas y comentarios):

PLAN OF ACTION (Plan de Acción):
Actions (Acciones)

Dates (Fechas)

Signatures / Firmas:

Supervisor

Employee

Date
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